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the oh-no! DVD of the week: ‘F.A.R.T. The
Movie’

According to Wikipedia:

F.A.R.T. the Movie, released in 1991, is

about a man named Russell who is

obsessed with farting. His girlfriend

Heather despises farts and becomes

angry with Russell because all he does is

watch television and fart. She tells him

that if the television turns into fart jokes,

then Russell wonʹt even leave the house.

Then one night, the television does

become all about farts.

Based on the novel by Oscar Wilde, with a

screenplay by Tom Stoppard, and directed by

Kenneth Branagh, and starring Dame Judi Dench as Heather, and Ian McKellan

as Russell. Remember when this swept the Oscars? I always enjoy seeing great

artists get showered with appreciation for their finest works.

[buy at Amazon U.S.]     [buy at Amazon Canada]    

    
vote now

see everything else tagged: FART The Movie | Ian McKellan | Judi Dench | Kenneth Branagh | oh-no dvd |

Oscar Wilde | Oscars | Tom Stoppard

(more below the ad... scroll down...)

posted by Dokeo (Tue Jul 27 10, 2:25PM)

Isnʹt this the prequel to ʺAss, The Movieʺ?

posted by Brian (Tue Jul 27 10, 2:31PM)

Fascinating bit of trivia from IMDb (Iʹm guessing that it was submitted by the

filmmakers themselves):

(more below the ad... scroll down...)
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I'm MaryAnn Johanson: writer and

ponderer in New York City who
drinks too much wine and thinks way
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[email me] [MaryAnnJohanson.com]
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2010 National Entertainment
Journalism Awards (Los Angeles
Press Club)
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recent screenings and hot movies

opening 07.28 (U.K.)

The Karate Kid

The A-Team

opening 07.23 (U.S./Canada)

Salt

Ramona and Beezus

Countdown to Zero [trailer]

Orlando (rerelease)
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